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Experimental section 

 

Calculating the diameter of the elastic polymer fiber during stretching. The diameter 

(d0) of the elastic polymer fiber was equal to 1160 μm. For the initial volume of 

elastic polymer fiber (V), V=ro
2h0, where ro and h0 represent the radius and length 

of the elastic polymer fiber, respectively. When the elastic polymer fiber was stretched, 

the volume remained the same. Therefore, ro
2h0=r1

2h1, where r1 and h1 

correspond to the radius and length of the elastic polymer fiber under stretching, 

respectively. For h1=h0(1+), d0=2r0, d1=2r1, so d1=d0(1+)-1/2, where  and d1 

correspond to the strain and diameter of the elastic polymer fiber, respectively. As 

d0=1160 μm, the diameter of the elastic polymer fiber during stretching can be 

expressed as d1=1160(1+)-1/2. 

 

Wrapping aligned CNT sheet onto the elastic polymer fiber. Firstly, the two ends of 

the elastic polymer fiber was fixed on two motors, while a spinnable CNT array was 

fixed onto a motorized translation stage. Secondly, the aligned CNT sheet (thickness 

of ~18 nm) was drawn from the spinnable array and attached on the elastic polymer 

fiber, and the two motors and the translation stage were operated simultaneously 

(Figure S1). Finally, the precession velocity of aligned CNT sheet was kept to be 

equal to the moving velocity of translation stage, so the helical angle of the aligned 

CNT sheet during wrapping was maintained to be the same across the fiber.  

 

Calculation of the thickness of aligned CNT sheet electrode. Let’s take the angle 

between CNT sheet and elastic polymer fiber of 80° as an example. The moving 

velocity was labelled as v. At the time t during the wrapping process, the total area of 

the wrapping aligned CNT sheet (S1) can be calculated by S1=vtd/cos80°, and the 

surface area of the elastic polymer fiber (S2) can be calculated by S2=2rvt. Here d 

and r correspond to the width of the aligned CNT sheet (with a width of 0.5 cm) and 

radius of the electrode, respectively. The layer number of aligned CNT sheet (n) was 

calculated by n=S1/S2. The layer number of aligned CNT sheet was calculated to be 

9.8 and the thickness was ~176 nm (here a single layer of aligned CNT sheet was ~18 

nm[S1,S2]). 

 

Calculation the electrode weight. The weight of aligned CNT sheet electrodes can be 

obtained by multiplying the area and area density of aligned CNT sheet in the 

electrode. Here the area density of CNT sheet was 1.41 μg cm-2.[S3] For the aligned 
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CNT sheet with thickness of ~176 nm and length of 2 cm, the area was 2r2, and the 

layer number was 9.8, so the weight was 8 μg. The weight of PANI in the PANI/CNT 

composite film had been calculated by the total Faradic charge consumed in the 

electropolymerization reaction by assuming an average of 2.5 electrons per 

monomer.[S4, S5] For instance, when the weight of aligned CNT sheet was 8 μg, the 

weight of PANI at the content of 50% can be calculated as 8 μg. 

 

Calculation of specific capacitance. Specific capacitance (Cs) of an electrode can be 

obtained by Cs=4C/m, where C and m correspond to the cell capacitance of the two 

electrodes and the total mass of the active materials in two electrodes, respectively. 

From a galvanostatic current discharge curve, C=I/(dU/dT), where I is the discharge 

current and dU/dT is calculated from the slope of the curve. Note that dU/dT may be 

varied with voltage for non- linear curves, leading to varied capacitances during the 

discharge procedure. Therefore, a more effective method had been used from a 

viewpoint of energy. The totally released energy during the discharge procedure is 

determined by Et=∫UdQ=∫UIdt=I∫Udt=IS, where I is the discharge current and S is 

the integral area of discharge curve and coordinate axis. Effective capacitance Ceff, 

which reflects the real performance of the supercapacitor, is then calculated from 

Ceff=2Et/U
2, where U represents the cell voltage.  

 

Elongation rate of the elastic fiber electrode. As shown in Figure S7, the initial length 

of the elastic polymer fiber is defined as L0. The length of the elastic polymer fiber 

becomes longer after wrapping with aligned CNT sheet, and the elongation is defined 

as ΔL. The elongation rate (ε) of the elastic fiber electrode is expressed as ε=ΔL/L0. 

 

Characterization. The structures were characterized by scanning electron microscopy 

(Hitachi, FE-SEM S-4800 operated at 1 kV). Galvanostatic charge-discharge 

characterizations and cyclic voltammograms were made from an electrochemical 

analyzer system (CHI 660D). The stretchability was characterized by an HY0350 

Table-top Universal Testing Instrument.  
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Figure S1. Schematic illustration to the fabrication of the super-elastic fiber electrode 

by wrapping the aligned CNT sheet on the elastic polymer fiber.  
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Figure S2. Dependence of thickness of aligned CNT sheet (with the increasing width 

from 0.5 to 2.0 cm) on wrapping helical angle of the aligned CNT sheet from 20o to 

80o at a pre-stretched strain of 100%.  
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Figure S3. Stress-strain curve of a pure elastic polymer fiber. 
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Figure S4. Dependence of diameter on strain during stretching. 
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Figure S5. SEM images of an elastic fiber electrode with increasing wrapping helical 

angles from 20o, 40o and 60o to 80o at a pre-stretched strain of 100%.   
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Figure S6. Elongation of the elastic fiber electrode with increasing helical angles of 

aligned CNT sheets from 20 to 80o at a pre-stretched strain of 100%. 
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Figure S7. Schematic illustration to the calculation of the elongation of the 

super-elastic electrode. 
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Figure S8. Dependence of electrical resistance on strain with the increasing 

pre-stretched strains of 50% and 100% to 200% (inserted, ratio change of electrical 

resistance at a strain of 300%). R0 and R correspond to electrical resistances before 

and after stretching, respectively. 
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Figure S9. SEM images of elastic fiber electrodes with the increasing pre-stretched 

strains of 50% (a, b), 100% (c, d) and 200% (e, f).  
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Figure S10. Stress-strain curves of elastic fiber electrodes at pre-stretched strains of 

50%, 100% and 200%.  
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Figure S11. SEM images of elastic fiber electrodes before (a, g) and after stretching 

with increasing strains of 100% (b, h), 200% (c, i), 300% (d, j), 400% (e, k) and 500% 

(f, l). 
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Figure S12. Dependence of electrical resistance on thickness of aligned CNT sheet.  
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Figure S13. Dependence of electrical resistance on the stretched number.  
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Figure S14. Dependence of ratio of electrical resistance on strain. R0 and R 

correspond to the electrical resistances before and after stretching, respectively.  
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Figure S15. Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of SFSs with different thicknesses 

of aligned CNT sheets. The measurements were carried out at a current density of 0.1 

A/g.  
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Figure S16. Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles at different PANI weight 

percentages. 
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Table S1. Comparison of this SFS with previous supercapacitors in terms of areal 

specific capacitance. 

 

  

Ref. Electrode materials CA (mF/cm2) 

This study PANI/CNT 50.1±1.2 

29 CNT 4.99 

30 Graphene 0.006 

31 Graphene 1.7 

32 PANI/CNT 38 

33 CNT/MnO2 3.01 

34 Graphene 0.726 

CNT, carbon nanotube; PANI, polyaniline. 
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Figure S17. Galvanostatic charge/discharge curve of the fiber-shaped supercapacitor 

at the current of 1×10-5 A. 
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Figure S18. Photographs of the SFS being stretched to 400%. 
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Figure S19. Aligned CNT/PANI sheet after stretching for 200%. 
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Figure S20. SEM images of a SFS with increasing strains from 0 to 400%. 
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Figure S21. Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles of the SFS after being fixed at 

the stretched state with different strains.  
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Figure S22. Dependence of specific capacitance on stretched number at a strain of 

400%. C0 and C correspond to the specific capacitances before and after stretching, 

respectively. 
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Figure S23. Dependence of specific capacitance of the SFS on radius (R) of 

curvature. 
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Figure S24. Dependence of specific capacitance on bent number. C0 and C 

correspond to the specific capacitances before and after bending, respectively. 
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Figure S25. Photograph of a SFS. 
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